**Fire Crawl Maze**  
*Gross Motor*

Create a fire maze in your classroom. You can do so by turning tables over on their side, and arranging the shelf in your class to create a maze. Or you can do with large cardboard boxes that are opened up on both sides to create tunnels.

Once it is completed, have the children take turns crawling through the maze blindfolded. Add some extra fun by timing them, and emphasizing how quick fire can spread. Merge in language by creating a name chart afterwards of who completed the maze the fastest.

**Stop, Drop, & Roll with Balloons!**  
*Gross Motor*

Another variation to teach kids this skill, blow up some balloons, and have children, stop, drop, and roll, trying to break the balloon. This also helps children to understand they need to roll around more than once.

**Charcoal Art**  
*Art*

Using construction paper and charcoal, let the kids create their own smoky fire pictures with the charcoal as an art device.

**House Fire**  
*Blocks*

Set out any toy fire trucks or other play people or fire related toys in your block area. Also make a couple paper flames with Yellow, orange, or red construction paper to attach to the blocks. (Laminate the flames if you’d like) Tape the flames to the blocks, and then have the children build houses with the blocks and play flames. Let them use the fire trucks and other materials to pretend the houses are on fire and come to the rescue.